A one step ahead optimization based control of autonomous agents is proposed. Each agent is modeled as a double integrator. We only define a geometric topology for the agent formation, and by correctly choosing the cost function, show that our algorithm produces a communication topology mirroring the geometric topology. By providing some redundancy in the formation topology it is possible for the system to survive the loss of an agent. Other attractions of the scheme are scalability, the requirement of only local knowledge of the desired formation topology and ease of reconfiguration in the face of loss of agents and/or channels.
INTRODUCTION
The cooperative control of mobile agents has become an important area of research in the past few years, (Fax & Murray, 2002(b) )- (Glavasky et. al., 2003) . Aspects of the problem include: control with little or no centralized intervention, poor information quality, and performance of cooperative tasks. This paper presents a framework for cooperative control of a fleet of agents with the objective of achieving and maintaining a prescribed formation. The goal of this work is to define a control law and associated communication architecture that derive directly from manner in which the formation is specified. The class of formation considered here includes, but is not limited to,
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formations defined by arbitrary geometries that move with a constant velocity.
There are several papers in the broad area of controlling autonomous agents. One involves string stability, e.g. (Swaroop, & Hedrick, 2004) concerning one dimensional strings of countably infinite autonomous objects functioning in a leader follower framework. The objective is to maintain a given distance between successive objects. The results require that each agent know the state of the leader. Here such a leader follower assumption is not needed. The interesting paper (Jadbabie et. al., 2003) has the goal of using nearest neighbour control to force all agents to move in a given direction. Placing the agents in prescribed relative positions is not an objective of (Jadbabie et. al., 2003) . (Zhang et al., 2004) concerns manifolds to which all agents must converge. It does require every agents to communicate with all others. The papers closest to this work are (Williams et.al, 2004) - (Fax & Murray, 2004) . The emphasis in these papers has been to choose a communication architecture and a desired formation topology separately, and to decide whether or not the chosen communication architecture suffices to achieve the desired geometry. Thus in (Fax & Murray, 2004) , the goal is to achieve formations with a prescribed relative positions. No velocity requirements are imposed. More importantly, the starting point is to specify a communication architecture and then provide sufficient (not necessary) conditions for this architecture to achieve stabilization.
In this paper we reverse the question and ask instead the following. Suppose one is given a required formation, what communication architecture is needed to achieve and maintain the specified topology? How much of the desired formation must be globally known? And how distributed a control law can be used?
The same geometry can be described in multiple ways. Thus if the desired geometry is that depicted in fig. 1 it can be described by specifying the relative positions between agents joined by arrows. Thus in this figure relative positions and/or relative velocities of the pairs (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 3) and (4, 5) are specified. One may also specify the same geometry by adding redundant information, as in fig. 2 , where the additional constraints are added between the pairs (1, 3) and (1, 5). Such a redundant structure adds fault tolerance to the geometric description. Thus, while the loss of agent 4 in fig. 1 , implies that 5 is isolated, in fig. 2 , 5 retains its position relative to agent 1 and the new topology remains viable. Thus additional fault tolerance is achieved in fig. 2 by adding redundancies in the geometric configuration such that the loss of an agent still results in an acceptable formation topology.
Here on we will call this the Formation Topology, as opposed to the Communication Topology which defines the state information flow required to implement a cooperative control law. We explore here the relation between these two topologies and argue that issues of fault tolerance, scalability and communication derive from the correct design of the formation topology.
Fig. 2. agent Formation Topology with Redundancy
To this end we propose a cost function that incorporates the formation topology. A one step ahead optimal control law obtained on its basis has many features. Foremost among them is the fact that the communication topology required to implement it is identical to the underlying formation topology.
A key technical result is that for the class of formation topologies here, an identical communication topology suffices to achieve it, iff the formation topology is viable. Viability means the existence of a centralized control law that asymptotically achieves and maintains the topology. For this class distributed stabilization is possible as long a centralized stabilizer can be enunciated. The resulting framework naturally incorporates robustness, scalability and fault-tolerance considerations and allows these to be addressed during the design of the formation topology itself.
The key attractive properties of our approach are as follows: In the sequel we will call a pair of agent neigbors if they appear in the same geometric constraint. Thus in fig. 1 agent 1 has the neighbors 2, and 4, while in fig. 2 it has the additional neighbors 3 and 5. Thus one may impose a velocity requirement on agent 5 in fig. 2 , that would automatically specify the direction and movement of the whole formation.
Thus (a) indicates the communication topology highlighted in the foregoing. Item (b) has the added attraction of permitting the control to be implemented by a given agent with only a local knowledge of the formation topology. Scalability comes from (e) as a new agent 6 in fig. 1 with only 5 as a neighbor would require that only 5 readjust its control law. Reconfurability under the loss of an agent is greatly facilitated.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
When considering the problem of an N -agent formation our focus here is on a two dimensional formation topology, even though the ideas trivially extend to three dimensional formations as well. We shall partition the global, 4N state vector x of the network as
where x 1 and x 2 contain the positions and velocities respectively. In particular, denoting x l,j as the j-th element of x l , we will have
is the x position of agent i, x 2,2i−1 is the x velocity of agent i, x 1,2i is the y position of agent i, and x 2,2i is the y velocity of agent i
For convenience we will denote n = 2N.
We shall further assume that each agent has been internally controlled to represent a double integrator with elements u 2i−1 and u 2i of the control input vector u representing normalized force variables acting on the i-th agent, in the x and y directions respectively. For notational simplicity we will assume that the sampling interval is 1-second. The ideas trivially extend to nonunity sampling intervals. Thus, to within a suitable force normalization the system of agents can be described by:
where Φ = I n I n 0 I n , and Γ = I n 2I n .
To ease notation we will often denote
Observe the following fact that follows directly from (3).
Fact 1. The j-th element of θ, θ j (k) for j ∈ {2i − 1, 2i, n + 2i − 1, n + 2i} requires only the states associated with agent i.
The formation topology
The formation topology will be characterized by two L i × n matrices A i and two L i × 1 vectors b i , designating separate constraints on the positions and velocities of the agents via the equations
With
the topology can be represented by the following equation:
where x the state vector. In all there are L 1 position constraints and L 2 velocity constraints.
Observe that the relative positions between two agents i and j can be completely specified, for suitable c and d by the pair of equations
Thus an arbitary fomation such as in figure 1 or in figure 2 can be specified by (5) for i = 1. Indeed in figure 1 , L 1 is 8 and in figure 2, L 1 is 12, which each row of A 1 having all but two elements zero and the remaining two being ±1. One can add compatible absolute and/or relative velocity constraints through A 2 and b 2 . Thus should either formation be required to fly with a constant velocity, then one can select, e.g.
This would specify a velocity in x and y directions on agent 1, which together with the relative position constraints, completely defines a formation flying with a constant velocity. One can add a redundancy in (9) by specifying also the velocity of 3, (to guard against the loss of either agent) by chooising
Consider the formation topologies shown in figure 1 and figure 2. The arcs connecting the agents represent a position and/or velocity dependence between the representative agents in the topology. Indeed the following fact connects the existence of an arc in the formation topology with a property of A.
Fact 2. Define a jl as the j, l-th element of A. Then an arc exists between agents p and q iff for at least one i ∈ {2p − 1, 2p, n + 2p − 1, n + 2p} and j ∈ {2q − 1, 2q, n + 2q − 1, n + 2q}
In other words there is at least one row of A that contains nonzero entries from columns corresponding to velocities and/or positions of both p and q.
Recall that while figures 1 and 2 describe the same geometry the latter represents a formation topology with redundancies. Observe if the formation topologies in figure 1 and figure 2 are respectively defined by the pairs [ 
Thus the loss of an agent/communication channel requires working with a submatrix of the original [A, b] , and the addition of an agent requires a supermatrix of [A, b] .
Viability
In this section we explore conditions on [A, b] under (6) that ensures the viability of the formation topology (7). Before providing a formal definition and analysis of viability we first discuss at an intuitive level what it takes for a topology such as this to be both achieved and maintained.
Clearly at the minimum b i must be in range space of A i . Secondly since x 2 is the derivative of x 1
and with x i defining a target formation, A 1 x 1 is a constant,
Finally it would be intutuitively appealing if once the formation is attained, it is maintained without any external force. In view of (2) this would require that for all nonnegative integers m
In a more formal sense we define a viable topolgy to be one that can be achieved and maintained by control law that may be centralized and even nonlinear time varying. More precisely:
Definition 3. Under (2) and (6), the formation topology (7) is viable if for every x(0) there exists a bounded input sequence u(k) such that.
The following theorem demonstrates that the intuitive properties we discussed at the outset of this subsection are necessary for viability.
Theorem 2.1. Under (6) suppose (7) is viable. Then there exists x as in (1) such that (14) holds for all nonnegative integers m as does (16) below.
Thus the existence of a control law necessitates the intuitive conditions we stated earlier. Indeed we go on to show that these conditions suffice for the attainment and maintenance of the formation topology and enable these tasks through a communication topology that mirrors the formation topology defining the formation.
CONTROL LAW AND COMMUNICATION TOPOLOGY
We propose a one step ahead optimization law using the cost function
Where Q = Q T > 0 penalizes the input. The key step in achieving the control law with the desired characteristics described in the introduction is to appropriately select Q.
Since x(k + 1) is dependent on u(k) we begin by substituting (2, 4) into the cost function defined in (17). Taking the partial derivative of the resultant expression with respect to u(k), we obtain:
Setting:
with α greater than the largest eigenvalue of Γ T A T AΓ, Q is invertible and positive definite. Further by making α arbitrarily large one can penalize the input to an aribitrary degree. The resulting control law is shown below and requires that AΓ = 0, i.e. at least one among A i is nonzero.
Now we will show that the communication topology resulting from (19) is identical to the geometric topology and further that only a local knowledge of the formation is required by each agent. Observe that the control inputs to agent i are u 2i and u 2i−1 . We will show that if i and j do not have an arc between them in the formation topology, then u 2i and u 2i−1 do not depend on θ 2j−1 , θ 2j , θ 2j−1+n and θ n+2j . Because of Fact 1 this in turn implies that u 2i and u 2i−1 do not depend on x 2j−1 , x 2j , x 2j−1+n and x n+2j , establishing the structure of the communication topology.
Observe that (19) becomes,
We next present the following Lemma.
Then we have the following result that establishes the various properties of the communication topology listed in the foregoing.
Theorem 3.1. Consider (19) under (1), (3), and (6). Then the finding u 2i−1 (k) and u 2i (k) requires:
(A) ] The states of agent l only if there is an arc between agents l and i in the formation topology. (B) The l-th row of A only if for some j ∈ {2i − 1, 2i, 2i − 1 + n, 2i + n} a lj = 0. (C) The l-th element of b only if for some j ∈ {2i − 1, 2i, 2i − 1 + n, 2i + n} a lj = 0.
(A) shows that the communication topology is the same as the formation topology. (B) and (C) show that agent i need only know those rows of A and elements of b which define the arcs emanating from it. Thus i must only know its place in the formation topology. Thus a distributed knowledge of the formation topology suffices.
If despite the loss of an agent, e.g. 4 in figure  2 , the formation topology remains viable, then this modified formation topology is described by a [A, b] matrix that is a submatrix of its counterpart in the original formation topology, and obtained by removing the rows characterizing the two arcs impacting 4 and the four columns of A corresponding to the states of 4. As the elements of these columns in the rows of the original A matrix defining the arcs of 2 and 3 are zero, the inputs to agents 2 and 3 are unchanged. 
PROOF OF STABILITY
In this section we prove that the control law in (19) asymptotically attains all viable formation topologies, as long as
This brings us to the main result of this section. Thus this distributed control law helps attain and maintain all viable formation topologies.
SIMULATIONS
We assume that there are no velocity constraints i.e. A 2 = 0. Relative positions are specified using equations of the form in (8). Figure 4 shows the motion of the fleet with the additional redundancy defined in figure 2, which provides additional relative state information to agents 3 and 5. By inspection, one can notice less oscillation in figure 4 as compared to figure 3. Figure 6 shows the position errors Ax − b of the fleet for figures 3 and 4. The dashed line with • represents the redundant formation, and the solid line with squares represents the non-redundant formation. Notice that a redundant formation topology has the added advantage of faster convergence, even without the loss of agent, i.e. it is more robust from a performance point of view as well.
The effects of a lost agent for the setting of figure 4 can be seen in figure 5. In this example agent 4 is lost after 4 time steps. The position at which agent 4 is lost is denoted by a *. Once a loss has been detected, the rows corresponding to the constraints of the lost agent, and the columns associated with its states are removed. topology that mirrors exactly the formation topology. We have concluded that fault tolerant design must be incorporated in the formation topology alone, and the rest will follow from the control law itself. Our control law permits easy reconfiguration in response to lost agent, is scalable, and requires only the local knowledge of the formation topology. The key to achieving these properties was in the judicious selection of the cost function to be optimized.
